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Press Release 
Troadey Inc. releases Express Print Service for fast 
and low-cost 3D printing. 

A very special 3D printer is now dedicated to this service. These 
low cost options and distinct finish levels, make it the best way to 
get a quick render of your 3D model. 

 
Express Print: http://www.corp.troadey.com/#!express-print/cf8u  
Troadey (corporate): corp.Troadey.com 
Troadey (consumer): Troadey.com 
 

Quebec, QC, January 27, 2015 Troadey is launching its new Express Print Service utilizing a 

modified Z310 3D printer designed and dedicated to this new service. The modified printer is now far 

quicker, cheaper to run and more reliable than most printers out there. This new service is created for 

those who need a quick and affordable way to obtain models in their hands. It is available now as part 

of the Troadey corporate division. 

 

The Express Print Service launch is part of the innovative Troadey strategy to make 3D printing 

accessible for all needs and budgets. Express Print will grow its service offerings and other 3D printers 

are already planned to join production for these orders. Express Print, as the name suggests, is 

intended for speed more than anything else. For other, more demanding parts, Troadey has a large 

service offering for high precision 3D printing and specific material needs in the industrial segment.  

 

Express Print is available through the Troadey corporate website. The web page has all the 

information you need to get started and learn more about the service. It also features tips and tricks on 

how to save money with 3D printing. Visitors can ultimately estimate the price of 3D printed parts 
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themselves – in an effort to be truly transparent and easy for customers to tweak their parts according 

to their budget.  

 

More about Express Print  

During the last year, experience has shown us that a growing portion of our customers do not need 

elaborated tolerances or high strength levels for their 3D printed parts – Quick and affordable ways to 

get something tangible. Where other projects that require great technical needs are less susceptible to 

be urgent, projects with greater urgency tend to be less pointy on part requirements. The new Express 

Print Service has been designed for speed and affordability for urgent needs. 

 

The Zcorp “binder jetting” technology was chosen because it allows to stack parts one above the 

other in the build chamber, allowing for greater production capabilities. Powder 3D printers are also 

great at printing almost any file. You don’t have support limitations and it is possible to make complex 

assemblies without worrying about gravity. Even more so, the “Z310 Plus” 3D Printer has been 

modified to allow for a large volume of orders. 

 

About Troadey Inc. and development 

Troadey is a 3D printing company based in Quebec, Canada. Troadey has seen tremendous 

growth due to rigorous planning and varied strategies to grow in the Canadian market. Troadey counts, 

to this day, 4 service/sales points. This number is expected to grow quickly as the brand is attracting 

several serious demands for development.  

Troadey evolves in the consumer and industrial markets – thanks to an award winning business 

plan. It is perfectly geared to accommodate these two very distinctive segments, offering the sale of 3D 

printers as well as 3D printing services.  

In its core values, Troadey is a firm believer of partnerships and collaborations based on 

outstanding expertise and a strong platform. 

Stay tuned for some exciting new things coming in 2015! This is the first of many. 


